Abstract { A numerical method has been developed for the solution of the vectorial di raction problem of a homogeneous plane wave with arbitrary incidence by an in nite dielectric grating. The method is based on the Coupled Wave Theory. After discretization of the grating by division into planar layers, the transmission matrix of each layer is calculated with a Pad e Approximation. The overall transmission behaviour is given by a product series of all the single{ layer transmission matrices. It is shown that a special arrangement of the state variables leads to the same structure of the system matrix like the one obtained in the case of scalar di raction problems. Therefore, the same numerical algorithms for computing the matrix exponential may be used.
Introduction
Consider a periodic surface separating two dielectric mediums. This surface is illuminated by a homogeneous plane wave of any polarization and incidence (Fig. 1 The electric and magnetic eld strengths of the incident plane wave are given by E 0 (r) = E 0 e ?j 1 (r?r1) ; H 0 (r) = H 0 e ?j 1 (r?r1) : (1) Here 1 is the wave vector of the incident plane wave, and r = x e x +y e y +z e z and r 1 = z 1 e z are position vectors. The direction of 1 is determined by two angles, # 0 and ' 0 , where ' 0 is the angle between 1 and its projection e 1 onto the plane y = 0, and # 0 is the angle between e 1 and the z{axis.
Theory
The arrangement in gure 1 is divided into di erent space domains. Section 2 represents the grating domain, while the areas with homogeneous permittivity above and below the grating domain are referred to as section 1 and 3. Since the geometrical arrangement is independent of the y{coordinate, the y{dependence of the resulting eld strengths is identical to that of the incident plane wave. Therefore, given the y{components of the eld strengths, the complete eld distribution can be determined.
The permittivity is considered constant in the domains 1 and 3. Therefore, E and H satisfy the homogeneous Helmholtz equations and may be represented by a spectrum of plane waves respectively. In the grating region the x{ and y{components of the eld strengths have to satisfy a system of partial di erential equations obtained from Maxwells equations. After discretization of the grating region the permittivity and its reciprocal value in each layer depend solely on the horizontal coordinate x. Due to the periodicity these quantities can be expanded into Fourier series of the geometrical grating period (Fig. 1) .
In the grating region the eld strengths have to show analog functional dependencies according to those in the homogeneous regions, and can be expanded into pseudo periodic Fourier series. Considering the orthogonality of the exponential functions we obtain an in nite dimensional system of linear ordinary di erential equations. To solve this system approximately, it is reduced to nite dimensions. For non{lossy structures it can be shown that this reduction does not change the loss{free system characteristics. The reduced di erential equation system given in matrix form is:
The s (n) E (z), r (n) E (z), s (n) H (z), and s (n) H (z) are vectors which comprise the coe cient{functions of the eld representation in the n{th planar layer. The principal structure of the system matrix A (n) is given by
The solution of (2) is obtained by computing the matrix exponential: 
In domain 3 only waves with wave vectors with negative z{components have to be considered (a ? 3 = 0). In domain 1 the wave type with a negative z{propagation is given solely by the incident wave. Considering these facts, and the following de nitions e def = ? e 
Summary
A numerical method for solving the vectorial di raction problem of a plane wave by an in nite dielectric grating is presented. The method of solution is based on the Coupled Wave Theory. The in uence of the grating is considered by a transmission matrix which is evaluated by a Pad e Approximation. The structure of the di erential equation system is equivalent to the one obtained in the case of the scalar di raction problem. Thus, the same numerical algorithms may be used.
